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Abstract. From a sociolinguistic point of view, in the present article, after considering “sexism” in Persian
with providing some related data from the language, the cultural reasons for sexism in Persian were explored
based on Whorfian hypothesis that the relationship between language and culture is a deterministic one in a
way that the culture of the people finds reflection in the language they employ. To do so, the cultural
variables causing sexism in Persian were investigated through questionnaire including multiple choice
questions related to the linguistic data which were gathered through recording Persian speakers’
conversations in the real world. This article was ended by a conclusion that sexism in Persian is mostly
cultural.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Sexism in Persian
The term "sexism" was coined in the 1960s, probably by analogy with the term racism, to describe
"discrimination within a social system on the basis of sexual membership". Sexism makes sense within a
historically hierarchical relationship between men and women, when one is the norm, and the other marked
as "other" or "inferior", and in relation to a wide range social practices where women (and in some cases men)
are exploited, manipulated, or constrained because of their sex (Litosseliti, 2006: 13). Therefore, sexist
languages represent men and women unequally, as if members of one sex were somehow less completely
human, less complex, and had fewer rights than members of the other sex (Thomas & Waring, 1999: 65). For
example, those who claim that English is sexist refer to following cases:
* "He" is used as the unmarked third-person singular pronoun.
* "Man" and "mankind" are used to refer to human race.
* The use of title is asymmetrical:
women

Miss/Mrs./Ms.

men

Mr.

Persian is also sexist in the sense that some ways of using this language are sexist, such as following
examples:
* In the lexicon of Persian /mard/ "man",/barɑdar/ "brother", /pesar/ "son", and /bɑbɑ/ "father" are used
as general terms to refer to human race; in a way that there are no corresponding female vocabularies in the
lexicon of Persian.
* Certain words with unpleasant meaning have no male equivalents, e.g., /bive/ "divorcee", /pi:rdoXtar/
"old maid", and /zanzalil/ "hen pecked", etc.
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* Certain adjectives with less favorable meanings are used as being feminine, e.g., /Xɑle zanaki/ and
/Xɑle Xɑnbɑd i/, "womanlike", /zanvɑr/ "womanish", etc.
* Certain male adjectives, with positive meaning and with no female equivalents are used as general
terms to refer to both sexes, such as:
/d avɑnmard / and /mard / "generous", etc.
* Women holding certain positions are describes in terms of men, e.g.,
/polise zan/ "police woman", /rɑnande zan/ "lady driver", /futbɑliste

zan / "lady footballer", etc.

* The use of title is asymmetrical:
women

/du ize/- /Xɑnom/

"Miss"-"Mrs."

men

/ɑGɑ/

"Mr."

It means that the use of title for women contains marital information but this isn’t so for men.
* There are pairs of terms in the morphological system of Persian where the unmarked form is male, and
the marked form is female:
/ʃahid/
/ ɑhed/

/ʃahide/
/ ɑhede/

"martyr"
"witness"

/ ɑ er/

/ ɑ ere/

"poet"

/ma uG/

/ma uGe/

"beloved"

/marhum/

/marhume/

"dead"

* Some metaphorical statements are also sexist in Persian:
/az

zan

kamtar

from woman

am/

"I’m lower than a woman."
st

lower

be-1 -single

This expression is used by men to mention that they are not weak and low like women.
/be darde ammat

miXore/

"It is useless. / It has no value."

rd

to pain your aunt eat- 3 - single
This expression is used by both men and women in order to refer to a useless thing.
/boro mesle zan
go

like

woman

be in tu Xune/
sit

"You are useless like a woman!"

in home

When a man wants to name another man weak and useless he uses this expression unrespectfully.
As these examples show, the discrimination between two sexes within the social system of Iran is
reflected in the use of the language.

1.2 The Whorfian hypothesis
It is generally agreed that the claim that the structure of a language influences how its speakers view the
universe is associated with the linguist Edward Sapir and his student Lee Whorf. The claim is referred to as
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis or the Whorfian hypothesis which is used in this article.
Sapir acknowledged the close relationship between language and culture, maintaining that they were
inextricably related so that you could not understand ro appreciate the one without a knowledge of the other
(Wardhaugh, 1986:212). The following quotation reveals his views on the matter (Sapir, 1929:207):
"The fact of the matter is that the ‘real world’ is to a large extent unconsciously built up on
the language habits of the group … We see and hear and otherwise experience very largely as
we do because the language habits of our community predispose certain choices of
interpretation."
Whorf believed that the relationship between language and culture is a deterministic one. Based on this
claim, the culture of a people would be reflected in the language they utilize due to this fact that they value
certain things and do them in a certain way; therefore they come to use their language in ways that reflects
what they value and what they do. In this view, cultural requirements certainly influence how a language is
used and perhaps determine why specific bits and pieces are the way they are (Wardhaugh, 1986:212).
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This artticle aims at expounding this fact thatt based on Whorfian
W
hypothesis sexissm in Persian
n is cultural.

2. Reseaarch hypoothesis
In the present
p
paperr, an attempt is made to argue
a
that sex
xism in Persiian is culturaal.

3. Methoodology
3.1 Dataa gatheringg
The lingguistic data referring to this fact thatt Persian is a sexist langguage are gatthered throug
gh recordingg
the real connversations of native Perssian speakerss occurred in different linnguistic as weell as physical contexts.

3.2 Partticipants annd questionnnaire
To illustrate the cuultural reasoons for sexiism in Persian 500 parrticipants annswered a questionnaire
q
e
0
multiple
ch
hoice
questio
ons
about
di
cts
of
sexism
m
in
Persian.
In
order
to
test
t
different
t
including 50
fferent aspec
social variaables, these participants
p
w
were
men inn different raange of age. They were both educatted and non-educated wiith variant joobs and sociaal positions inn the society
y.

4. The cultural reeasons forr Persian being a sexist
s
langguage
As it was
w explainedd before thee participantss answered 50
5 multiple choice quesstions which asked them
m
about the reeason that they use the words,
w
expresssions, and sentences in a sexist way. The particiipants had too
choose from
m four answeers one of whhich was a cuultural reason
n.
The investiggation of 3 tyypical questions is as below (the answ
wer which is a cultural reeason is bold
d):
a) Whicch title is the best one to refer
r
to an “aaged unmarrried girl”?
a. unnmarried
b. olld maid
c. girrl
d. woman
This diaagram showss the percent of answers to
t the questio
on:

2%

9%

4%

a
b
c
85%

d

Figuure 1: the perrcent of answ
wers to questiion 1
More thhan 80% of men
m chose (bb) as the corrrect answer. It
I is believedd culturally bby the Iranian
n people thatt
being unmaarried is dram
matically badd for a girl inn all dimenssions. Such girls
g
would nnot have a normal sociall
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position beccause of this belief. Thereefore, the concept being used to referr to them is ssocially negaative becausee
of the speakkers’ culturall thought.
The seccond questionn was:
b) Whoo do you call as a “womannlike” personn?
a. a woman
w
b. a bad
b woman
c. annyone who iss talkative, weak,
w
sensitivve and … like a woman
d. a special groupp of women
wers to this question
q
is shhowed in thiss diagram:
The perrcent of answ

6%

13%

3%

a
b
c
d

78%

Figuure 2: the perrcent of answ
wers to questiion 2
Iranian people - eveen women - believe that to behave like a womann is a negativve manner in
n the society;;
as a consequuence 78% of
o men chosee (c).
The thirrd question was:
w
b) Whicch sex is mannifested in yoour mind insstead of “persson” in the sentence: "I ssaw a zealouss person"?
a. a man
m
b. a woman
w
c. a man
m or a wom
man
d. I don’t
d
know
The perrcent of answ
wers to the thhird question is showed in
n this diagram
m:
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2%

5%

4%

a
b
c
89
9%

d

Figuure 3: the perrcent of answ
wers to questiion 3
It is a general
g
belieff in Iran thatt "being zeallous" - as a positive
p
adjeective - is onnly men’s chaaracteristics,,
in other words "being zealous" is a property whhich is related
d only to meen. As a resuult 89% of men
m chose (a))
as the correct answer.
The ansswers to the rest of the questions
q
weere also in th
his way; it means
m
that m
more than 70
0% of men’ss
answers weere cultural. On the otherr hand, diffeerent social variables
v
succh as age, edducation, job
b, and sociall
position diddn’t have inflluence on thee men’s answ
wer.
The results of the innvestigation of the particcipants’ answ
wers show thhat the reasonn why Persiaan is a sexistt
language is mostly cultuural; and thiss fact means that the research hypotheesis is confirrmed. Moreover because,,
nts, men andd
words and expressions do not havee equal valuues in terms of the sociaal status of ttheir referen
women are treated very differently in
i the culturaal systems th
hat languagess perpetuate. Thus, sexism
m in Persiann
is a cultural matter whiich is conveyyed through utilizing lan
nguage as Kravchenko
K
((2002) and Luchjenbrers
L
s
(2003) havee mentioned that "sexism
m" is the resuult of the rellationship beetween languuage and cullture. On thee
other hand,, the Whorfiian hypothessis that the culture of th
he people fiinds reflectioon in the lan
nguage theyy
employ is trrue for sexissm in Persiann because cuulture, it may
y be said, haas a powerfuul influence on
o sexism inn
Persian.

5. Concllusion
The findings revealed that the sexist beliefs and thoughtts of Persiann speakers abbout men and
d women aree
reflected inn their languuage as a connsequence, culture
c
playss a key role in sexism iin Persian; therefore
t
thee
Whorfian hyypothesis thaat the culturee of the peopple would be reflected in the language they emplo
oy is true forr
sexism in Persian.
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